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ANTI SPAM POLICY
In the context of automated messaging, spam means uncalled-for or unrequested, bulk or indiscriminate emails,
usually sent for an advertisement purpose or malicious purposes. The Future Trade has a zero-tolerance and rigid
adherence when it comes to spam policy.

AN EFFICIENT COMPUTERIZED SPAM FILTERING SYSTEM.
The Future Trade’s sophisticated and enhanced messaging systems automatically scan any incoming messages as
well as other emails, and filter-out emails that are considered spam with respect to our establish guide of terms and
conditions.

DIFFERENT ISSUES WITH SPAM FILTERING
No message filtering system is absolutely dependable which is why from time to time legitimate emails will be filtered
out by The Future Trade’s platforms. In case you believe this has happened to the email which was sent by you, kindly
inform the message receiver by an alternative means and make him know the accurateness of it.
You can actually decrease the risk of an email being caught by the spam filters by sending the message in plain text
(i.e. no HTML), taking away any attachments, and making sure that your emails are scanned for trojans before dispatch
and avoiding the use of means of language which are in relation to our spam policy.
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USER SPAM
The Future Trade provides an anti-spam system that enables users to send email messages/private messages to
others. Clients must not utilize this facility to send spontaneous, bulk or aimless messages, regardless of whether
for a business reason. Full terms and conditions concerning the use of the facility are set out as per the policy.
Spam monitoring in the unlikely event that you receive any message from The Future Trade or sent using The
Future Trade’s systems that maybe considered to be spam, please contact The Future Trade using the live chat on
our official website and the matter will be investigated at the earliest and any inconvenience will be regretted.

DISCLAIMER
The Future Trade may amend this anti-spam policy every now and then by posting an upgraded version on this
website when required at its own discretion.

GET IN TOUCH WITH US
In case you have any issues concerning this anti-spam policy, kindly make contact with The Future Trade using the
live chat service for swift improvement.

